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invention relates to a wheel hub unit. Such a wheel hub unit is

known from EP 1 149 332 A1. A wheel hub unit is generally used for
axially mounting a wheel to a vehicle. The wheel hub unit has at

least one axle flange, which is axially attached to the wheel in the
axial direction and which is intended to be attached to a spindle of

a driving-wheel carrier of a wheel axle. A wheel flange, which is
axially attached to a vehicle-body-side suspension component of

the wheel hub unit, is intended to be attached to the vehicle-body-
side suspension component in a way such that the wheel flange is
fixedly connected to the vehicle-body-side suspension component.

In the wheel hub unit known from EP 1 149 332 A1, the wheel
flange is connected via a flange-connecting element to the vehicle-

body-side suspension component, in which case the flange-
connecting element, which is fixedly connected to the vehicle-body-

side suspension component and serves as the flange carrier, is
mounted on the vehicle-body-side suspension component in an

axially movable manner. The wheel flange is positioned in the axial
direction with respect to the vehicle-body-side suspension

component in order to ensure a clear design of the wheel hub unit.
In the known wheel hub unit, as a result of the axially movable

mounting, which can be implemented using a number of different
methods, of the flange-connecting element on the vehicle-body-

side suspension component, one and therefore a number of axially
protruding elements are formed, as a result of which a wheel hub

unit is designed to meet its respective customer's criteria. This
approach is, however, associated with a series of disadvantages.

On the one hand, the production of such a wheel hub unit is
expensive, as not only a flange-connecting element and vehicle-
body-side suspension component must be manufactured but also
the flange-connecting element must be mounted on the vehicle-

body-side suspension component. On the other hand, such a wheel
hub unit comprises a number of components.Armin van Buuren
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